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EFFECTIVE PelNT SEPARATIeN eN PLURI-CANeNICAL
             SYSTEMS ON 3-•FOLDS

DE-QI ZHANG

 This is a report on our joint work with Jungkai Alfred
CheR akd Meng CheR [1].
 One main goal of a}gebraic geometry is to c}assify alge-
braic varieties. The successful 3-dimensional MMP (see
[14, 17] for example) has been attracting more and more
mathematiciaRs tc the study of a}gebraic 3-folds. in this
paper, we restrict our iltterest to projective minimal Goren-

stein 3-folds X of general type where there still remain
many open problems.
 DeRcte by Kx the canokical divisor aAd Åëfrb := ÅëImKxl
the m-caRonical map. There has been a lot ef work alokg
the line of the canonical classification. For instance, when
X is a smooth 3-fold of general type with pluri-genus hO(X,

kKx) ) 2, in [l5], as ak app}icatioll to his researeh on
higher direct images of dualiziRg sheaves, Ko}}ar proved
that O., with m = 11k + 5, is birational onto its image.
This result was improved by the seeond author [5] to include

the cases m with m ) 5k + 6; see alse [7], I9] for resuk$
when some additional restrictions (like bigger pg(X)) are

imposed.
 On the other hand, for 3-folds X of general type with
g(X) År O, Koll6r [15] fust proved that ÅqlÅr22s is biratioRa}.

ReceRtly, the fust author and Hacolt [41 proved t•}}at Åqb.

is birational for m 2 7 by using the Fourier-Mukai trans-
form. Moreover, Luo [20], [21] has some results for 3-folds
ef geReral type with h2(Ox) År O.

                        i
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2 DE刷 QIZHANG 

Now for minirnal and smooth projective 与foldsう ithas 
been established that吾川（mと6)is a birational morphism 
onto its image after 20 years of researchう byWilson [26) 
in 1980う Ber問凶ste[2] in 1986 (mど 8）ぅ Matsuki[22] in 
1986 (m = 7）う thesecond author [6] in 1998 (m = 6) and 
independer叫yby Lee [18], [19] in 1999-2000 (m = 6; and 
also the base point freeness of m-canonical system for m三
4). 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following: 

Theorem 0.1. Let X beαprojective minimal Gorenstein 
3-fold of gener1αl type with cαnonicαl singulαrities. Then 
thεm-canonical map争m is a birationαl morphism onto its 
image Joγαll mど5.

This result is unexpected previously. The di話cultylies in 
the case with smaller p9(X) or k主.One reason to account 
for this is that the non-birationality of the 4-canonical sys-
tem for surfaces may happen when they have smaller p9 
or K2 (see Bombieri [3］）ぅ whe舵 ea naive induction on the 
dimension does not work. 
Nevertheless, there is also evidence supporting the bira-

tionality of 争5for Gorenstein minimal与foldsX of gen-
eral type. For instance, one関 esth拭 K｝と2for mini-
mal and smooth X. So an analogy of Fujitaうsconjecture 
would predict that l5Kxl gives a birational map. We re-
call that Fujita's conjecture (the freeness part) has been 
proved by Fujitaラ Ei叫 .Jazarsfeld[10] and Kawamta [12] 
when din1 X く 4.

Remαγk 0.2. The numerical bound”5”in Theorem 0.1 is 
optimal. There are plenty of supporting examples. For 
instance, let f : V 一→ Bbe any fibration where V is a 
smooth projective与foldof general type and B a smooth 
curve. Assume that a general fiber of f has a minimal 
model S with K~ = 1 and p9 ( S) = 2. (For exampleぅ take
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the product.) Then φl4Kvl is evidently not birational (see 
[s]). 
Remα伐 0.3”Reductionto birationality. According to 
[6] or [18], to prove Theorem 0.1ヲ weonly need to verify 
the statement in the case m = 5. On the other handう the
results in [18う 19]show that lmKxl is base point free for 
m ど4.So it is su昆cientfor us to verify the birationality 
of l5Kxl in this paper. 

Remαrk 0.4. Reduction to factorial models. According 
to the work of註．主eid[23] and Y. Kawan政 a[13] (Lemma 
5.1）う thereis a minimal model Y with a birational moト

phism v : Y ~ X such that Ky = v*(Kx) and that Y 
is factorial with at worst terminal singularities. Thus it is 
SU話cientfor us to prove Theorem 0.1 for minimal factorial 
models. 

We now sketch the proof of the main theorem. By the 
Riemann-Roch theorem of Reid, one sees that the 2nd puri-

genus ろ（X）ど 4.Let <Pm ：＝争lmKxl・ vVhen m = 2ぅ we
set d = din1ゆ2(X).Then d = 1ぅ2,3. The case p9(X）三2
or d = 1 is easy and has been partly treated in Chen [9], 
Theorem 3.3ぅ andChen [7]. We consider the case d = 3 
(the case d = 2 is a bit different). Set I 2K x Iコ＝ IAfl÷z 
with Z the fixed part. Let π：X＇→X be the composition 
of (minimal) resolutions of Sing(X) and base points of IMI 
so that the movable part ISi of l2Kx'I is base point free. 
Set 7r* 1'v1 = S ＋ム.Note that Sing( X) is a finite set (see 
[17], Corollary 5.18). We may write Eπ ＝ムf十ム＂ where 
ム＇(resp.ム＂） lies (resp. does not lie) over the base locus 
of IMI. One has S叩 p（ム） =Supp（ム＇）.
A general member S is a smooth surface of general type. 

We shall reduce to the surface case and apply Reiderうsre叩

sult. Let L 口 7「》4

divisor on S. The Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theore1n 
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4 DIヨーQIZHANG 

implies: 

IKx＇十 27r*(Kx)+ Slis =!Ks十 2Lj.

Clearlyぅ l5Kxlseparates points on different S. So it is 
SU節cientto show that the complete li肘 arsystem 1Ks+2LI 
on S gives rise to a birational map. Assume that £2 ~三 3
(the case £2三2needs a bit more care). Then (2L)2ど12
and we can apply Reiderヲsresult. Suppose the contrary 
that !Ks十 2LI does not de五1 a birational map. Then 
there is a free pencil ICI on S such that L.C = 1. Let 
R =Sis・ Then R三2L.Clearlyぅ IRI is base point free an 
is not composed of a pencil. Thus dim（φIRl(C））口 1.Since 
C lies in an algebraic family and S is of general typ民 we
have g(C）と 2.Noti時 thath0(CぅRic）どえ theRiemann-
Roch theorem on C and Cli百ordラstheorem on C easily 
imply R ・ C 2: 2. Since R ・ C :::; 2£ ・ C = 2う onemust have 
R ・ C = 2. Noting that 

2£ 口 Sis÷ムIS十 7r*(Z)1s

and C is nefぅ wehaveム1s・ C = 0. This implies that 
ム＇1s・ C口弘 Notealso thatム＂1sコ合 forgeneral S. We 
get (Eπ）1s C口 0.Therefore 

Ks・C = (Kx＇十S)1s・C= 7r*(Kx)1s・C十（E7r)1s・C十S1s・C= 3, 

an odd integer. This is impossible because C is a free pencil 
on S. Therefore，φ5 must be birational. 
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